Abstract-A novel energy efficient heterogeneous networks (HetNet) deployment scheme is proposed in this paper. Unlike the traditional deployment, we consider the scenario with picocell eNodeB (PeNB) at the edge instead of under the umbrella of macrocells in HetNet. In the novel scheme, one PeNB with directional antennas is deployed on the border of neighbor macrocells which is equivalent to a combiner of PeNBs to associate MeNBs around. Compared with the traditional scheme, we have proved that the novel scheme performs better in fairness and efficiency, in terms of coverage area (proportional to offload rate), spectrum and energy efficiency for both edge users and overall users. Meanwhile, the technologies that try to reduce the difference and imbalance of the transmit power in HetNet obtain more inherent gains in the novel scheme, such as cell range expanded (CRE). Our results show that, the scheme proposed is also a spectrum and energy efficient heterogeneous deployment scheme that the energy efficiency is increased from 20% up to nearly 60%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last several decades, we have witnessed the exponentially and variously increasing demand for wireless communication services and energy consumption. In accordance with the current situation, the tens-fold data explosion will result a huge bill and significant environmental footprint [1] - [6] . Besides, the radio resource is not fully used due to the imbalance of traffic between the users in center and at the edge of the cell. As the traditional cellular network is approaching its fundamental limits, it is becoming difficult to satisfy the energy efficiency requirement. Heterogeneous network (HetNet) is a promising and widely discussed solution in long time evolution-advanced (LTE-A) [7] - [9] . In HetNet, throughput, fairness and are energy efficiency improved by introducing macro cells coexistence with low transmission power nodes, such as pico, femto and relay cells. Among low power nodes, picocell eNodeB (PeNB) is a typical open access with at least four benefits.
(1) Balance the traffic of network to improve the average user experience quality by offloading the overloaded macrocells to under loaded picocells. The area with dense traffic is usually defined as a hot zone.
(2) Enhance the macrocell-edge or blind-zone users' performance through adding PeNB to extend macrocell eNodeB (MeNB) coverage. In other word, the gap between the users with best quality of service (QoS) and worst QoS is reduced. And the fairness of overall network is improved. Here the area with less or without coverage is a blind-zone.
(3) Increase the spectrum efficiency and provide more radio resources reuse gains by allowing PeNB to share the same radio resource with MeNB through cell splitting and frequency reuse.
(4) Energy efficiency is improved by reducing distance from eNodeB to user equipments (UEs) with throughput enhanced and energy consumption decreased.
(5) Diversity gain is achieved by the cooperation between MeNB and its associated PeNBs.
However, the large difference in downlink transmit powers of MeNB (43~46dBm) and PeNB (23~30dBm) reduces the coverage area and capacity of picocells significantly, which results poor performance in energy inefficiency. In order to enhance the energy efficiency, almost everyone has been focusing on compelling the users accessing the weak PeNB instead of strong MeNB by expanding picocell range with bias threshold [10] - [12] . Actually, none scheme has been proposed to improve the weak picocell performance itself fundamentally without increasing the transmit power. In this paper, we enhance the picocell performance by designing a novel PeNB site selection scheme in HetNet. Unlike traditional deployment of picocells [7] - [12] , we consider the scenario with picocells at the edge instead of under the umbrella of macrocells in HetNet. In the novel scheme, one picocell eNodeB (PeNB) with directional antennas is deployed on the border of neighbor macrocells which is equivalent to a combiner of PeNBs to associate MeNBs around. Compared with the traditional scheme, we have proved that the novel picocell cite selection performs better in energy efficiency.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model and important parameters in LTE-A. In Section III, the general theorems of picocell coverage area is proved and more geometry properties of the shape, boundary, and radius of picocell is obtained. In Section IV, a novel picocell cite selection scheme in HetNet is proposed and the comparison of spectrum and energy efficiency performance between traditional and the novel energy efficient heterogeneous network deployment scheme. Finally, extensive understandings of system performance improved by the novel site selection scheme are concluded through simulation studies in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In HetNet, the picocells aim at to improve network performance in the current macro network. Then, the network panning parameters of HetNet in LTE-A are consistent with those in traditional macrocell network, such as MeNBs site location, coverage radius R km, transmit power P m dBm, density of UE in the macrocell  and hot zone  h . In polar coordinates with PeNB at the origin, MeNB is assumed at the point (d mp ,). Here, d mp is represented as the distance from MeNB and PeNB. The propagation path loss models and other parameters of HetNet design in LTE-A are listed in Table1 [13] . 
III. PICO COVERAGE
In this section, we first investigate the coverage area of picocells with reference signal received power (RSRP) and reference signal received quality (RSRQ) criterion in HetNet. Here, a UE is on the boundary of handoff when it receives equal signal power from MeNB and PeNB.
where (r(),) is the coordinate position of UE. Obviously, the root of Equ. In literature, the PeNBs are assumed under the macrocells' umbrella. Then, there exists one nearest pico in each side of the boundary between neighbor macrocells, as illustrated in Fig.1 . In fact, another planning scheme is to combine the two neighbor PeNBs as a single PeNB with two directional antennas on the boundary, see as Fig.2 . Under the macrocells' umbrella, two PeNBs with omni-directional antenna are installed far away enough to avoid interference from each other. 
Following Shannon's formula, the achievable rate of traditional scheme R t is [12] 
where P t,i is transmit power of the user serviced by PeNB in the traditional scheme. Hence, the spectrum efficiency (SE) and energy efficiency (EE) are where P t,in,i is the power consumed by the service PeNB. As a linear approximation, the PeNB power consumed during a symbol is [1] t,TRX 0 p t,out t,out t,max t,in, t,TRX sleep t,out ,0 0
where N t,TRX is the number of antennas in the traditional scheme, P t,max and P t,out is the maximal and actual transmit power in the traditional scheme. 
B. Energy Efficient Scheme: PeNBs at MeNB's Edge
In fact, another planning scheme is to combine the two neighbor PeNBs as a single PeNB with two directional antennas on the boundary, see as Fig.2 . In the latter case, only one PeNB with two directional antennas is on the boundary for two neighbor macrocells. Assumed the same overall PeNBs' transmit power, the transmit power each antenna P p dBm in one PeNB case which equals to each PeNB in the former case. Similarly, the coverage of PeNB is maximal when PeNB site is selected on the point (R,0). Thus we have mp m dr 
Similarly, the achievable rate of energy efficient scheme R e is [14] 
where P e,i is transmit power of the user serviced by PeNB in the traditional scheme. Hence, SE and EE are Figure 4 . Spectrum efficiency gains of the energy efficiency scheme to the traditional scheme Fig. 3 illustrates the coverage area ratio of the novel schemes with two or three sectors to the traditional scheme. As the transmit power of PeNB increases, the novel scheme performs better in coverage with higher coverage area ratio to the traditional scheme with fixed MeNB transmit power. As a result, all the technologies that try to reduce the difference and imbalance of the transmit power in HetNet obtain more inherent gains in the novel scheme, such as CRE. Furthermore, the scheme proposed with three sectors load off more traffic than the two sectors scheme due to the directional antenna gain. Hence, the novel scheme is a scale effect that provides service to more users in omni-directional network than linear network. Compared to the homogeneous network, the spectrum efficiency gains obtained by various schemes are demonstrated in Fig. 4 . The novel scheme proposed provides more spectrum efficiency gains than the traditional scheme. Obviously, it roots from the virtue of locating PeNB besides the users with worst link quality but most marginal gains. Accordingly, in Fig. 5 , the performance of more tail UEs are enhanced in the novel scheme. Above all, the novel scheme performs better in energy consumption. Fig. 6 shows the energy efficiency ratio of the novel scheme to the traditional scheme with best effort protocol. It is a energy efficient heterogeneous deployment scheme that the energy efficiency is increased from 20% upto nearly 60%. Inherently, energy efficiency is significantly improved by reducing distance from eNodeB to UEs with throughput enhanced and energy consumption decreased. In this paper, we proposed a novel picocell cite selection scheme with multiple antennas PeNBs at the edge instead of under the umbrella of macrocells in HetNet. Compared with the traditional scheme, more macrocell users are offloaded to picocell in the novel energy efficient scheme. In addition, the technologies that try to reduce the difference and imbalance of the transmit power in HetNet obtain more inherent gains in the novel scheme, such as CRE. Furthermore, the scheme proposed is also a spectrum and energy efficient heterogeneous deployment scheme that the energy efficiency is increased from 20% up to nearly 60%. Obviously, it inherently roots from the virtue of locating PeNB besides the users with worst link quality but most marginal gains. Hence, the performance in terms of service area, spectrum efficiency gain and energy efficiency are improved for both edge users and overall users in the novel energy efficient scheme. Furthermore, in the view of information theory, our future work will focus on the deployment of multiple antennas PeNB associating with MeNBs to provide more diversity gains.
A. Appendix A Monotony Characristics of r() with Respect to cos
Notice that the analytical expression of r() is unavailable. We begin by deriving the expression of cos in Equ. (1) . 
Here = m - p , and 
The second term is always greater than 0 and the first term is positive when k m /k p < 2.
B. Appendix B Monotony Characristics of r() with Respect to d mp
Unfortunately , . It has been proved that the picocell coverage area is a non-degenerated ellipse with k p > k m [15] . However, field test result that k m is above k p in LTE-A protocol. Here we try to derive the coverage area with k m > k p .
The order of Equ. (C-1) is at most 2 since x 2 + y 2 is a polynomial of order 2 and k m > k p . We thus expand (x 2 + y 2 )  approximately with second-order Taylor series evaluated at point (i,j) 
The transmitter has to deliver data N j,in,i times to guarantee 
